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Confirmit
Use Case

Leading Financial Services Provider in the 
United States

Founded in 1896, this financial services agency provides a range of insurance, investment, and 
savings products throughout the United States.

This customer has been with Confirmit for nearly 10 years and continues to enjoy the benefits 
of action oriented customer insights that Confirmit provides.

Insight for Financial Services

Your Voice of the Customer program must help you shape experiences at every key 
customer touch point.

Challenges > Prior survey vendor’s processes were inefficient and reports often inaccurate

> Needed to create an NPS solution

> Needed an automated way to send out survey invitations and track alert 
follow-up 

Solution Using Confirmit, the company implemented:

> Weekly NPS surveys to track customer satisfaction

> Annual NPS surveys to track customer loyalty

> Automated method to categorize free-text comments

> Automated alerts with escalation for unattended customer complaints 

Results > Found Confirmit’s automated process more efficient and the ability to correct 
fields in the sample data facilitates accurate reporting

> Alert follow-up process is easy to monitor and reporting notifies managers when 
alerts are not followed up on 
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Confirmit
Use Case

Leading Financial Services Provider in the 
United States

This global, Fortune 20 financial leader provides banking, insurance, investments, mortgage, 
and consumer and commercial finance through more than 8,700 locations.

This financial leader partnered with Confirmit to enable them to monitor customer 
satisfaction.

Insight for Financial Services

In today’s highly competitive and commoditized financial services industry, a great customer 
experience is often a key differentiator.

Challenges > Needed to assess customer satisfaction in the face of heavy merger and 
acquisition activity 

Solution Using Confirmit, the company implemented a VoC program, incl.:

> Broad range of survey programs across multiple departments:

– Customer relationship, online banking, transactional post service

– More than 20 market research surveys (for wholesale banking)

> Action Management alerts to ensure rapid follow up 

Results > Year-over-year improvement in overall customer satisfaction scores

> Improved communication and support strategies for product conversion 
and upgrades

> Reduced research costs by replacing phone surveys with online surveys 
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Confirmit
Use Case

Leading Financial Services Provider in the 
United States

This leading financial service firm focuses on audit and assurance, tax and consulting 
services. The company began their partnership with Confirmit in 2007. The goal was to build a 
value-add service for the company’s clients that would serve as an financial assessment tool 
for employees. 

Insight for Financial Services

Surveys can be used for a variety of purposes, including customer satisfaction, customer 
engagement, employee engagement, and a means of identifying new revenue streams.  
The value a business can gain from surveys is only limited by your imagination.

Challenges > Needed to develop a financial assessment by means of employee surveys that 
the company’s clients could deploy to employees

> Respondents needed to receive a custom financial report and a dynamic list of 
financial resources based on the individual survey’s results 

Solution Using Confirmit, the company implemented:

> A financial survey containing logic facilitating the generation of a custom financial 
assessment coupled with the appropriate financial resources based on the survey 
results

> Confirmit also trained the company to make modifications for future deployments 
and any required updates 

Results > The financial assessment was successfully created and deployed

> It has been in use by the company and their clients since 2007

> This is an excellent value-add for the company’s customers, helping the 
company to maintain positive customer relations and engagement 
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Confirmit
Use Case

Leading Financial Services Provider in the 
United Kingdom

Among the largest banks in the UK, this customer engaged with Confirmit to help them abide 
compulsory standards and avoid future costly fines.  

Insight for Financial Services

In addition to gauging customer satisfaction, financial service organizations can reduce risk 
by surveying their customers.

Challenges > This major UK Retail Bank needed to meet a number of compulsory standards 
set out for all new products sold to their customers

> They previously had very large fines imposed by the UK Regulatory body, 
Financial Services Authority (FSA), for non-compliance 

Solution Using Confirmit, the company implemented:

> A feedback request for every customer who purchases a new product to ask the 
customer if the product, and the way it was sold to them, meets with their 
expectations and requirements

> A closed loop / action management system to ensure that the financial products 
have been sold to customers fairly 

Results > The company has received positive feedback from customers who feel that their 
bank really cares

> Using Confirmit’s secure platform, the company has now has strong 
documentation to serve as protection from fines related to accusations of 
inappropriate sales tactics 


